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The Auckland group’s layout 
had its third outing in 6 months 
attending the annual Queens 
Birthday weekend MODEL X at 
Henderson; most years it’s 
lucky to get out once.  The 
other outings have been for 
Rail Week at MoTaT last 
December and Auckland’s 
Garden Railway Convention in 
January. 

The door security gentleman 
was fascinated by the way the 
layout came packed in its 
paired off modules; broken 
down and covering the floor 

and then like a giant jigsaw, 
bolting together in no time, 
something our usual Friday 
night team have got off pat.   

One night, in discussion with 
Henrik Dorbeck about not 
being able to run live steam 
because of the so called fire 
risk, we hit on the idea of 
having a video showing what 
live steam is. Derek Cooper 
was contacted because he had 
an editing suite on his 
computer and he put together a 
short film made up from a 
number of film clips taken by 

Henrik. It was then thought to 
extend the film by promoting a 
couple of our smaller layouts 
so a film of Murray and Donna 
Lee’s and Hugh & Jenney 
Keal’s Layouts were also 
added. Hugh and Derek got 
very involved as it was a good 
excuse for them to light up their 
steamers and add even more 
film.  We set up the TV monitor 
on the display table along with 
a range of live steam models. 
Brian Millar who spent a lot of 
the time manning the display 
end found it to be a good tool in 

Model X 2013 Hobby Show  
By Michael Hilliar 

Brian Millar showing, on the TV monitor, what our Group is about 
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explaining to the public what 
we are really about. 

The Group has finally invested 
in its own controllers; we have 
purchased a pair of 15amp 
A r i s t o  C r a f t 
transformers and 
controllers so we 
should be now 
able to run some 
super power lash 
ups. Murray Bold 
was contacted to 
convert these into 
h a n d  h e l d 
systems. It was 
generally agreed 
that most preferred 
the simpler hand 
held hand piece 
with forward & 
reverse directions 
and with a turn 
knob for speed 
control.  

A good range of locomotives 
and trains covering nearly the 
four corners of the earth were 
run; only Australia, South 
America and Asia are missing.  

Alan Manning came up from 
Ngaruawahia for two days with 
his two battery powered 
diesels; this allowed us to run 
two trains on the mainline at 
the same time. Murray and 
Donna also did the same with 
their battery powered trains. 
Maybe one day in the future we 
may be able to run nose to tail 
trains…………?   

A general warning for those 
who operate battery powered 
locomotives; when the batteries 
ran down on Alan’s EMD 66, 
he put it on the display stand 
but forgot to switch it off. In 
powering up its replacement 
using the same controller it 
moved forwards towards the 
floor; fortunately it was saved 
by grounding on its fuel tank 

Robert Graham’s Koppel and Hugh Keal’s punga trees. 

Simon Sharp operating Ray Williams’ lash up 
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hanging a bogie over the side; 
a heart stopping moment. 

As usual Model X is a hobby 
show covering many pastimes; 
a new exhibit this year was a 
long slot car drag strip, talk 
about a hobby that it’s all over 
in a flash, it’s even faster than 
the real thing.   The weather 
this year was fine, it’s usually 
the wet weather that brings the 
crowds in but overall there was 
a steady stream of visitors so 
hopefully costs were well 
covered so there will be a 
Model X next year. 

In the late afternoon on 
M o n d a y  s t u f f  s t a r t e d 
disappearing off the layout in 
readiness for the 4pm close 
down; well they had all 
weekend to see it. The security 
chap was again fascinated to 
see the reversal of what he saw 
on the Friday night and within 

an hour we were 
all loaded up and 
gone. 

A big thank you to 
everyone who 
helped over the 
w e e k e n d  n o 
matter how small, 
it wouldn’t have 
happened without 
you. 
 

.Don Oliver’s trains 

Alf Williams and Don Olliver putting Alf’s Sumpter Valley mallet on the track . 

Alan Manning’s battery powered EMD Class 66 
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Adding Constant Lighting to a Tram. 
Ian Galbraith, Rangiora 

Some years back, I converted a 
shorty LGB clerestory coach 
into a tram.  This conversion 
was made for a young lass who 
was very keen on trams.  
Unfortunately it never got to 
operate as intended. (See June 
2010 issue of The Garden 
Whistle for kit bash article) 

I have a long time interest in 
the trams which ran in 
Gisborne.  These were battery 
operated in the early 1900’s.  I 
can still remember the tram 
tracks across the Peel street 
bridge well into the 1950’s, 
many years after the demise of 
the trams. 

In setting up my garden railway 
here in Rangiora, we decided 
that a dedicated tram line could 
be incorporated and operate 
automatically, back and forth, 
using track power.  A To/Fro 

unit was purchased off 
TradeMe to operate the tram. I 
removed the trolley pole and 
marked the side of the tram, so 
that in my imagination, I had a 
battery operated tram.  No 
overhead required.  With 
information to hand and a local 
contact with further information 
on the Gisborne trams, I hope 
to build a model of one of them. 

With a constant voltage on the 
track, reversing after a set time, 
I was able to fit green and red 
signal lights at each tram stop 
to indicate the direction the 
tram would travel. 

For night running, interior lights 
were required, and while these 
could operate from the track 
power, they would go out when 
the tram was stopped.  I could 
have fitted batteries to power 
the l ights, but wanted 

something more simple.  
Constant lighting was the 
answer using a bridge rectifier, 
5volt  voltage regulator and a 
sup cap.  A couple more parts 
were required and all fitted on a 
piece of Vero board.  This was 
tucked under the seats, and 
connected to the motor 
terminals.  Two 3mm warm 
white LED’s were fitted under 
the roof.  As the tram runs, the 
super cap is charged and 
supplies the power to the 
LED’s.  The super cap will 
operate the LED’s for about 90 
seconds after the tram stops.  
As the stop time is about 30 
seconds, the LEDs stay lit and 
the super cap is charged up 
again as the tram runs the 
other way. 

Circuit diagram below.  Motor 
connections at left end. 

B1 

VR 

C1 
R1 

L1 C2 C3 L2 

W W W 
~ 

~ ‐ 

+ 

B1                            1 Amp Bridge Rec fier 

VR                            LM7805 5V Voltage Regulator 

R1                            500Ὠ ½Wa  Resistor 

C1                            220µF 16V Electroly c capacitor 

C2                                  .iµF Ceramic capacitor 

C3                                   1F 5.5V Super Capacitor 

L1                                    3mm Warm White Led 

L2                                     3mm Warm White Led 
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B1           C1          VR        C2             C3 

Leads to motor Leads to LEDs 

Components mounted on Vero board 

Circuit mounted in tram 

Two LEDs in roof of tram 

Enchanted Garden 
Dollhouse Supplies 

Suppliers of  1:24 scale windows, doors 
for model building 

Enchanted Garden is open by 
appointment only. Ph Linda first on  

03 3662 822,  

or email enhantedgarden@clear.net.nz.  

The location is Perth St, Richmond, 
Christchurch  

G Scale Rail Back in Stock 
Stock of NZ G Scale track is now 
available for delivery from both  
Auckland and Rangiora. 

North Island orders will be des-
patched from Auckland and South 
Island orders will be despatched 
from Rangiora. 

Packing & freight is additional and 
charged at cost 

For North Island orders contact  
Graeme Quayle 

Phone 09 416 7600 
gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz 

 
For South Island orders contact 

Ian C Galbraith 
Phone 03 551 2142 

cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz 
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The recent completion of the storage trolley for the 
Auckland Groups layout now enables the layout to 
be stored in an upright position as intended. It also 
means that after unloading from the trailer it can be 
wheeled to the back of the garage to await its next 
outing. 
Julius DeWaal designed and built most of the original 
layout to a modular design many years ago. As you 
all know layouts start to expand from the original idea 
and one of the ends began to mutate and became 
very unwieldy and heavy with the addition of the 
second circuit.  
As time went by the newer manufacturers were 
building locomotives that were now requiring a larger 
radius than LGB so much thought went into 
rebuilding the ends, but also keeping the dimensions 
within certain limits. Space is limited at the shows we 

attend, but the public do prefer to see the larger 
trains. 
Taking the same basic design originated by Julius, 
with measurements computerized by Ian Lewis and 
plywood cut by Dennis Lindsay the new octagon 
shaped ends were formed.  Accurate construction 
was vital so all the parts would fit together for 
compact storage. Not only do the sections have to be 
paired up for transport, they also have to sit upon 
each other in storage and this point is where all the 
intricacy of the design is evident. 
You will also notice that the wheels are set rather 
wide on the base of the trolley; this gives a greater 
stability to the stacked layout as it is negotiated in 
and out of show venues. It is now intended to rebuild 
the straight section sides to match what’s has been 
done to the ends. 

The Storage Trolley for Auckland’s Layout         
By Michael Hilliar 

Original style of packing for the layout. New style of packing for the layout. 
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My D & R G W C18 
No 315 in F scale 
under construction, 
based on an LGB 
Mogul motor block 
with new boiler and 
under frame.    

With extra detail parts 
to suit.  The tender 
b o d y  a n d 
Westinghouse pump 
have been made by 
Michael Hilliar. 

Top photo: Dennis 
Lindsay. 

B o t t o m  p h o t o : 
Michael Hilliar 

Building the D & R G W C18. 
Dennis Lindsay, Lincoln 
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Making a Loading Aid. 
Ian Galbraith, Rangiora 

While complete trains will be 
parked in the storage tracks in 
the garage, there will be times 
when locomotives and wagons 
(cars) will be loaded on to the 
track outside the garage.  As 
the railway is at, or near, 
ground level a way was 
needed to make re railing easy.   

Many years back, in the 
Wairarapa, a club member 
made up a re railing track for 
use on the club’s Sn3½ scale 
layout.  This consisted of a 
piece of  copper clad circuit 
board inserted between the 
rails of a 3’ section of 16.5mm 

gauge track.  About 6” at each 
end was left at 16.5mm while 
the rest was taken out to 
26mm.  The PC board was 
gapped lengthwise and set at 
flange depth lower than the rail 
head.  This section of track 
was fitted in to one of the yard 
tracks.  Locomotives and 
rolling stock could be put on to 
this section and run out either 
end correctly aligned to the 
track.  As the section was 
powered, locomotives could 
run through, as, when the 
wheels cleared the rails they 
ran on the flange. 

Expanding on 
this idea, I took a 
4’6” length of 
t r a c k ,  l e f t 
approx imate ly 
220mm length at 
45mm, removed 
a number of 
sleeper pairs 
and cut the 
remainder in the 
centre.  6mm 
square wood 
was placed in 
t h e  h o l l o w 
s leepe rs  t o 

space the rails 65mm apart.  
The taper from 45mm to 65mm 
was approximately 220mm.  
A3mm thick piece of styrene 
was cut to fit between the rails 
at 65mm and the taper.  
Waxed paper was placed over 
the styrene and the prepared 
rail set turned upside down on 
to the styrene.  Builders bog 
was mixed and placed between 
the upturned rails.  When the 
builders bog was set, the whole 
was set right way up and the 
styrene and waxed paper 
removed. Some air holes in the 
bog were filled and then the top 

surface was cut to 3.2mm 
below rail height using a router. 
(A dusty job). 

The completed unit was check 
fitted to the yard extension and 
various locomotives and rolling 
stock were tried on the re railer 
to see if it worked.  It did.  The 
unit was removed and painted 
a grey colour similar to the 
ballast that would be placed 
around it. 

So long as one places a 
locomotive or item of rolling 
stock, with the wheels inside 
the 65mm rail spacing the 

65mm 
45mm 

220mm 
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locomotive or item of rolling stock will align with the 45mm rails. 

Above: The Mack and battery car sitting on the loading track.  Note that all wheels are within the 65mm track width. 

Below: The Mogul and tender on the loading track 

The Mogul and tender correctly aligned on the track . 
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Finally I made use of the 
roundtuit on the day the plank 
walked.  
I took up Glen Anthony’s offer 
to help install my trestle bridge. 
He arrived on a bright sunny 
Sunday on Queen’s Birthday 
weekend. Glen checked the 
level of the plank-bridge (OK) 
and the length ( 3.3m) but que-

ried the spacing of the bents 
and increased the separation to 
15cm (from 11cm). (Albi, my 
son, had previously suggested 
this but as he is no longer a 
teenager (he is 20) I have 
stopped believing he knows 
everything!) 
The next step was to affix cor-
bels to each bent - a job which 

Glen showed great faith in my 
brad nailer operation skills! 

Wooden stringers, to be at-
tached to square section alu-
minium (for reinforcement), 
were part sawn through to give 
the look of being constructed 
from separate pieces of wood. 
The bents were then nailed on 
upside down to the wood and 
the wood glued to the alumini-
um and left to dry over lunch. 
After lunch I nailed on the cross 
bracing. 
Although my brad nailer was 
handy it was still necessary to 
use a drill and hammer for the 
ends, otherwise they would 
split. 
Glen gave me a classic tip 
when I had run out of spare drill 
bits, he used a nail! I was 
astounded , why do I spend so 
much on drill bits I only need a 
nail selection? Glen recalled 
his youth when his father re-
fused to allow him & his brother 
loose on the drills  ( I can see 
his point, I had help breaking 
my drill bits ). 

A Roundtuit at Motukarara 
Kabita Whale, Motukarara 
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The team (my husband & Albi - who had sur-
faced at lunch time) were called to transplant 
the bridge (+ table) to site. 
The next step was to excavate a trench (quite a 
few barrow loads of soil!) for the bents to sit in 
and then be cemented. One of the end bents 
was screwed to the flat ‘rock face’. 
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Levels were checked (my husband brandished his 1.8m level) but passed the test happily on Glen’s 
level. Job done; bridge installed! 
Thanks to Glen for his time. It was nigh on 5 o’clock by this time! 
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Here is a shot of G43 on snow clearing duties on the Ashburton Forks Railway, first fall of the year 
so not too much to clear to the disappointment of the driver!! 

Snow on Ashburton Forks railway 
Kerry Paterson, Tinwald 

June Running Day on “The Motukarara Branch” cancelled. 
Kabita Whale had to cancel the Running Day on 23rd June 2013 due the extreme 
weather conditions.  

As will be seen in this issue of The Garden Whistle, the plank has ben replaced by a 
3m long trestle bridge.  The weather prevented the reinstallation of track to the trestle. 

The Running Day on “The Motukarara Branch” has been rescheduled for 22nd 
September 2013 
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The Wairarapa Garden Railway Group has been elected to run the 2014 National Garden Railway Convention 
 

Date: 15-16 February 2014 
 

Garden Railways: We have 10 Garden Railways to visit. many of which have been substantially up graded 
since the last Convention held in the Wairarapa. 

Included is the world famous “Hydrangea Tram line” of Christine and Lee Collett, as appeared the Garden 
Railways magazine. 

Seminars: We propose to hold mini seminars at some of the Garden Railway visits, plus we have the support 
of Wellington and Christchurch members to run seminars Saturday afternoon and evening before a Dinner. 

Wet Weather programme: A programme will be provided if the weather is really bad. 

Monday Programme:  If you are traveling North Murray Bold’s Ashhurst layout will be available to visit. If 
traveling south a conducted tour of Cross Creek and optionally walk part of the incline.   

Meals: Morning and Afternoon teas and lunch will be provided both days and Dinner 

Saturday evening. 

Transport: For those that come in by air and/or train, transport for the weekend will be provided. 

Limited Billets will be available 

Register Interest: If you would like to get updates please contact Lloyd 

Contact:  Lloyd Dickens Phone (06) 370 3790 lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz 

2014 Garden Railway Convention 
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The Wellington Railway Garden 
Group’s June running day was 
shifted from the scheduled run 
on our families H&MGR to 
Wayne Haste’s indoor DR 
empire at short notice due to 
the impending gloom of yet 
another wet day.  As it 

happened the day wasn’t 
raining but it was cold so the 
fire and heating at Wayne’s 
was much welcomed.  In fact 
the warm and comfort of 
Wayne and Diana’s lounge was 
such that most of the day was 
spent in some very engaging 

conversation around scratch 
building wagons and other such 
projects. 
I took the opportunity of the 
shift in venues to attend a 
meeting about earthquake 
strengthening of our Church, 
expecting only to be away for 

Winter at Wayne’s 
John Robinson, Tawa 
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an hour.  I left as the first 
members began to arrive, 
unfortunately the meeting went 
on and on, several hours later I 
returned to Wayne’s to find 
they were still drinking coffee 
and talking, and a train was 
still to run!  I don’t think they 
were talking about me behind 
my back (no old gossips 
allowed in garden railways!) 
but while I was offered coffee 
and cake it seems some 
members left not 
long after – it’s 
okay lads I 
u n d e r s t a n d , 
really I do. 
Since I had 
b r o u g h t  m y 
B a c h m a n n 
Climax and a 
train of newly 
build log bogies I 
adjourned up 
stairs to the 
e x p a n s i v e 
railway.  Wayne’s 
rai lway uses 
LGB’s MTSIII 

DCC system for train control 
so while some of the lads set 
to with running some of his 
trains I set about testing my log 
bogies (I’ve fitted Aristocraft 
Revolution control under 
battery power to the Climax, I’ll 
admit to being nervous with 
Bachmann circuit boards on 
MTS).  Seemed I’d chained the 
logs on too tight on the log 
bogies so while they ran 
mostly okay they need a bit of 

tweaking.  That’s one of the 
nice things about a running 
day, no-one expects perfection 
and there is always well 
intentioned helpfull advice and 
encouragement. 
Regrettably I don’t have to 
many photos this month, 
p h o t o s  o f  e n j o y a b l e 
conversation just don’t portray 
the pleasure of the day.  Not 
too many words either, you 
really had to be there! 
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Grant once again provided 
some nice weather, Saturday 
was very nice Sunday a little 
cooler and a few spots of rain. 
The cooler Sunday showed the 
d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n 
Roundhouse and Accucraft 
Butane burners. Roundhouse’s 
efficient burner had the model 
running in a few minutes. After 
30 minutes the Accucraft 
Peveril was not up to pressure, 
In fact the heat loss beat the 
burner and it never came up to 
pressure on Sunday. It is 

suggested that ISO butane may 
have helped. 
On Saturday Grant cleared the 
ice off the track and then it was 
all go with a locomotive on the 
track most of the day. The track 
is level so running Live Steam 
is easy from a control point of 
view. There are several area’s 
to steam up so we were not 
falling over everyone else. The 
Ladies provided some great 
food which helped particularly 
on the cooler Sunday. Saturday 
night was once again a Pizza 

evening, instead of boring 
Rugby we saw a history of 
Grants various railways he has 
built.  
Thanks to Grant for allowing us 
to run on a great railway layout. 
There was a good turn out of 
Live Steamers from Chris 
Drowley, Murray Bold, Ken 
Evens, Lloyd Dickens,  Andy 
Whyman, John Stephenson 
and Jeff Hallam. 
There where also several 7¼ 
inch locomotives running on the 
wider track. 

Grant Alexander’s Mid Winter Steam Up 
Report and photos : Lloyd Dickens, Masterton 

Lloyd Dickens’s Isle of Man No 6 Peveril an Accucraft model with 1887 coaches. 
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Murray Bold steaming up Lady Louise (Lady Anne by Roundhouse) 

Chris Drowley’s Forney taking the logs to the mill. 

Chris Drowley’s Lady Anne by Roundhouse 
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Ken Evans Murray Bold and Jeff Hallam discussing … 

John Stephenson’s Linda Hunslet a Roundhouse Locomotive 
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Part of Grant’s layout on a Winters morning. 

Breakfast on Saturday morning – Sunday was not so nice 
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‘00’ Gauge Layout & Design – Ernest F Carter  -  $15 
764 Helpful Hints for model railroaders – culled from Kinks 
columns of Model Railroader magazine  -  $15 
The World of LGB  -  $3 
Semaphore to CTC – Richard W Heine  - $80.00 
60 Plans for Small Railways – Peco Publication  -  $1.50 
Focus on Victoria’s Narrow Gauge – Walhalla Line – 
Puffing Billy Preservation Society 
The History of Trains & Trams in Tasmania – Thomas C T 
Cooley  -  $65 
Railroad Station Planbook – Harold A Edmonson & 
Richard V Francaviglia  -  $7 
The Boys Book of Model Railways – Ernest F Carter  -  $2 
The Boys Book of Model Railways – Ernest F Carter  -  $2 
Exploring NZ’s Ghost Railways (Revised Edition) – David 
Leith & Brian Scott  -   
NZ Model Railway Journal – June & August 1982 
Narrow Gauge Memories (20 Years on) The Album – Kenn 
Pearce  - $10 
Narrow Gauge Memories (20 years on) The Personalities – 
Kenn Pearce  -  $10 
Trains at Work on the West Coast – J A Murphy & G T 
Radcliffe 
Taranaki’s First Railway – A B Scanlan 
Coaling from the Clouds – R J Meyer  -  $10 
Rail – the Great New Zealand Adventure – Roy Sinclair  -  
$25.00 
Farewell to Steam – Four Decades of Change on NZ 
Railways – Tony Hurst  -  $35.00 
Streamliner Memories – Mike Schafer  -  $7 
NZ Railways – The First 25 years – David Leitch & Bob 
Stott 
Narrow Gauge Adventure-The Story of the Craig & 
Mertonford Railway – P D Hancock  -  $20 
The World of Model Railways – Joseph Martin (1960)  -  $3 
Henry Greenly Model Railways – revised by Ernest Steel 
The Mount Somers Tramway 1886 – 1943 – I D Maffey  -  
$50.00 
Catlins Rail – The Story of the Catlins River Branch 
Railway 1879-1971 – A R Tyrrell  -  $15.00 
W W Stewart 20th Century New Zealand Railway Painter – 
Euan McQueen  -  $15.00 
Pioneer Electrics – A Survey of Railway Electrification in 
the South Island – A J Pickering x 2  -  $8 each 
Booklets 1 – 21 – Railway Modeller – Show You How 
Booklet   -  $1 each 

Heritage of Industry – Discovering NZ’s Industrial History – 
Nigel Smith  -  $18.00 
Memories of Eastern Pennsylvania Railroading – Gerard 
Bernet  -  $20.00 
Philip R Hastings – Portrait of the Pennsylvania Railroad – 
Photographs from the Collection of the California State 
Railroad Museum – Douglas M Nelson  -  $25.00 
Pennsy Power – Steam & Electric Locomotives of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad 1900-1957 – Alvin F Staufer  -  $15 
Pennsy Power II – Steam & Electric Locomotives of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad – Alvin F Staufer & Bert 
Pennypacker   -  $20 
The Pennsylvania Railroad 1940s – 1950s – Don Ball Jr   - 
$15.00 
Great Railway Journeys of the World  - $2 
The History of the Steam Train – Ironhorse – Peter Lorie & 
Colin Garratt  -  $3 
The Last of Steam – Joe G Collias  - $35 
PA Aloo’s Glamour Girl – Andy Romano  -  $130 
Pennsylvania Railroad – Mike Schaffer & Brian Solomon  -  
$3 
Rails to Pittsburg – A Train Watchers Collection – W A 
Feibelman  -  $8 
Steam, Steel & Splendour – David Leitch  -  $15 
PRR Colour Guide to Freight & Passenger Equipment – 
David R Sweetland & Robert J Yanosey  -  $40 
Pennsylvania Railroad Steel Open Hooper Cars – A Guide 
for Enthusiats – John Teichmoeller  - $35 
Pennsy Diesel Years – 6 – Robert J Yanosey  -  $35 
Pennsy Diesel Years – 2 – Robert J Yanosey  -  $20 
Pennsy Steam & Semaphores – Fred Westing  -  50c. 
 “I Remember Pennsy” – Don Wood  -  $10 
The History of the Pennsylvania Railroad – Timothy 
Jacobs\ Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania – Pennsylvania 
Historial & Museum Commission  -  $70 
A Museum in Motion – Illinois Railway Museum 
California State Railway Museum 
Cabin Cars of the Pennsylvania & Long Island Railroads – 
Caboose Data Book No. 2   -  $40 
Classic North American Steam – Nils Huxtable  -  50c. 
The Twilight of Steam Locomotives – Ron Ziel  -  $3 
Preserving The Past – A Guide to Pichi Richi Railway – 
compiled by Kym Finlay  -  $20.00 
The Last Steam Railroad in America – Photo by O Winston 
Link, Text by Thomas H Garver  -  $9 
Railways – Past, Present & Future – G Freeman Allen  -  
$5 

Railway Books For Sale 
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July 13‐14 2013 Christchurch Toy Fair, Pioneer Stadium 
August 10‐11 2013 WRM Model Train Show, Town Hall, Masterton 

October19‐20 2013  Rail 150 Christchurch Big Model Train Show 
November 7‐10 2013  29th Pokaka Cultural Convoca on 
February 15‐16 2014 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Wairarapa 
April 18‐21 2014 NZAMRC Conven on, Hamilton 
May 4‐10 2014 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Tampa, Florida 
May 30‐1 June 2015  AMRA Conven on Auckland, North Shore 

Coming Events 

The World Encyclopaedia of Locomotives – Colin Garratt  -  
$3 
Narrow Gauge Adventure-The Story of the Craig & 
Mertonford Railway – P D Hancock  -  $20 
The World of Model Railways – Joseph Martin (1960)  -  $5 
Henry Greenly Model Railways – revised by Ernest Steel 
Trains Around the World   - 50c 
The Complete Book of Locomotives – Colin Garrett  -  $15 
Railways of the Twentieth Century – Geoffrey Freeman 
Allen  - 50c. 
The Collectors All-Colour Guide to Toy Trains – Ron 
McCrindell  -  $2 
Supertrains – Aaron E Klein  -  $5   
Atlas of The World’s Railway – Brian Hollingsworth -  $2 
The Great Book of Trains – Brian Hollingsworth & Arthur 
Cook  -  $1 
Trains - Steam and Diesel Locomotives in Action Around 
the World – Victor Hand & Harold Edmonson  -  $3 
Japan Railfan Magazine – 2002 1             ) 
Japan Railway Journal, 202 No. 423        ) 

Japanese Railway Magazine  )  All in Japanese 
7020 Tomix N-Gauge Catalogue 1996    )  
Kato Model Railroad Catalogue               ) 
2006 Traction Engine Rally Rangiora March 2006 – Burrell 
Special 
Time-Life Books – The Giant Airships  -  $2 
                                 The First Aviators  -  $2 

Contact  Sandra Alexander 
11A Nicholls Street 
Richmond 
Christchurch 8013 
Email alex.fam@xtra.co.nz  
Telephone: 03 381 7129 
Cellphone:  021 210 4953   

Chris Drowley’s LGB “Frank S” at the Mid Winter Steam Up 
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THE GARDEN WHISTLE 

On Thursday 20 June 2013 I 
received two emails from Kabita.  
One was the article about the 
installation of the trestle, the other 
was a note to say that because of 
the weather conditions, Kabita had 
not been able to reconnect the 
track onto the trestle.  It was 
suggested that as the ground was 

so wet the Running Day should be 
cancelled and rescheduled for 22 
September 2013.   

That was the reason the email 
was sent out advising  of the 
cancellation.  While talking to 
Kabita, I said that Ann and I would 
probably visit anyway. 

As it happened, Sunday dawned 
fine, so after lunch we picked up 
Alf and Lyn and travelled to 
Motukarara where we found Ray 
Parmenter and Graeme Wood 
already there.  (I had forgotten to 
ring those with no internet 
connection.) 

The Motukarara Branch 
Ian Galbraith, Rangiora,  
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Kabita had reconnected the track 
in the morning and the railway 
was operational.  We ran trains, 
nattered, had afternoon tea and a 

very enjoyable afternoon. 

Lyn and I took photos of my Mogul 
and train. 

I took the photo of the train on the 
trestle, while Lyn took the other 
three. 
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Kerry and Crisma Paterson 
invited members of the 
Christchurch Garden Railway 
Society to a Frank Roberts 
Memorial Running Day at their 
Ashburton Forks Railway.  It is 
50 years since Frank Roberts 
passed away. 

Around 30 members attended 
and took part in the Running 
Day, with a wide variety of 
locomotives and rolling stock 
being run.  From the small NZR 
Dübs A & C Class locomotives 
through to modern day Dash 9 
diesels. 

The day started with a heavy 
frost which soon thawed.   
Members started arriving 
shortly after 10am, (although 
two arrived the day before and 
parked their bus up the drive 
way.  With Kerry, they ran 
trains until ice formed on the 
rails.) Very soon boxes were 
being unpacked and trains 
made up on the inside yard.  
One of the first out was Glenn 
Watson with his Southern 
Pacific A-B-B lash up pulling 12 
grain cars.  

Kabita Whale ran a short 
passenger train behind her 
Mogul which had just been 
converted to battery power and 
Revolution R/c.  The receiver 

Ashburton Forks Railway 
Frank Roberts Memorial Running Day 

Ian Galbraith, Rangiora,  

Kerry Paterson’s Dübs A   Photo: Kerry Paterson: 

Kerry Paterson’s Rogers Q Photo: Kerry Paterson: 

Glen Anthony’s C Class  Photo: Kerry Paterson: 
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had the generic steam sound. 

Lyn Mclure had a section of her 
Circus train running, under 
Revolution R/c. 

As is usual on a Running Day, 
someone has a fault with an 
item of rolling stock or 
locomotive , which is soon 
remedied by the host or others 
in attendance. 

While lunch was an a BYO 
basis, Crisma and Lyn had 
prepared hot savouries and 
provided continuous tea, coffee 
and orange for all.. 

Trains ran continuously 
throughout the day.  Many took 

the opportunity to sit and watch 
as they either waited their turn 

to run, or after their run. 

Afternoon tea started 
soon after lunch and  
continued all afternoon.  
Goodies were provide 
by various members. 

Late in the afternoon 
members started drifting 
off home, but some 
carried on until nightfall 
and icy rails stopped 
proceedings. 

Kerry and Crisma 
provided tea for the 
last stragglers and it 
was nearly 9 pm before 
the last of us left. 

Many thanks to Kerry 
and Crisma for a very 
enjoyable day.  Also 
thanks to the two little 
“waitresses”, Lorraine 
and Kelly who helped 
all day ensuring folk 
had plates for their  
lunch and handing out 
drinks. 

Lyn McClure’s Circus Train. Photo: Glen Anthony: 

Kabita Whale’s Mogul  Photo: Ian Galbraith 

Chris Greer’s Dash 9  Photo: Glen Anthony: 



T H E  G A R D E N  W H I S T L E  
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Club Events and Contacts  
Auckland:  

July 28 2013  T B A 
Club  Contact: Auckland G Scale Society Inc 
C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102. Ph 09 266-4745 email: 
mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  
 

Waikato:  
Saturday 6 July 2013, Clyde Lipsey (indoor/clinic meet?) 
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  
Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge. Ph 07 823-0059. gscale@clear.net.nz  
 

Wairarapa:  
No Running Day in July 

Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.   
Ph 06 370 3790.  
 

Wellington:  
Sunday 14 July 2013.Hall meeting from 1:30pm, Tawa Baptist Church hall, Main Road, Tawa,  
Track will be laid on the floor, train DVDs on the big screen and the usual sales table 
  
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group  
C/- John Robinson, PO Box 56039, Tawa, Wellington 5249 Ph 0274 427 160 
wgtngardenrail@gmail.com  
 

Christchurch:  
 

Sunday 28th July 2013 Graeme Wood, 4 Benjamin Mountfort Close, Linden Grove, Christchurch, 
1:00pm 
Sunday 18th August 2013  John Napier, details to be advised 
 
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Society P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240  
Chairperson: Don Ellis. Email: don@computercables.co.nz 

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Society and features 
news from various G scale clubs in New Zealand.  

Each club is a separate identity and the contact details can be found above.  
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg 

attachments.  
Editor: Ian c Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.  

Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz  


